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Peach
New Collection
Designed by Arnau Reyna Studio.

MOBBOLI PRESENTS THE PEACH ARMCHAIRS,
DISTINCTION AND DESIGN WITH WRAP-AROUND
FORMS
There are collections that just by pronouncing them they
already have relaxing effects. This is Peach, the new series of
comfortable upholstered armchairs from MOBBOLI. With soft
rounded lines that make a wink to its own name, its designs
come from the Valencian studio Arnau y Reyna. An example
of how distinction and design go hand in hand in seats that
welcome us with their enveloping forms.
The Peach collection presents four models of armchairs with
high and low backrests and two types of base with individual
pieces upholstered with a set of rounded and soft fluffy rubbers
that fit into any space. Its structures - swivel with wooden legs
or metallic with four legs closed in rods - are offered lacquered
or painted in a wide range of colours to combine with any of
the upholstery of the sample book, in an offer with infinite
possible combinations.
This original series of comfortable armchairs with original
shapes is designed to cope with long working days, meetings
or conversations. That’s because now more than ever there are
homes that are offices and offices that are homes, MOBBOLI’s
versatile furniture removes barriers to feeling at home at work
and vice versa.

The young MOBBOLI brand is the result of delaoliva’s creative
drive. A contemporary aesthetic criterion, conceived to give
possibilities to spaces and environments of all kinds. This is
a new, flexible and avant-garde brand, and at the same time
faithful to its origins. This virtuous balance between youth and
maturity, production experience and creative vitality is reflected
in its products: models with their own identity, functional and
versatile, with modern and attractive lines, with the qualities
required for commercial, residential and contract use.
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